ABSTRACT

INFLUENCE FRIENDS GROUP Peer Behavior Against DISTORTED LEARNERS school SMA Pasundan 3 BANDUNG
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Part of the social group Peers For teenagers (LEARNERS) has an Important Role For development of his personality, only prayer is to help teens to review Understanding identity (identity of the Self) as well as the fulfillment of the prayer One telecoms perkembanganya keterampilan Namely develop communication between Dan associate WITH Peers. Failing hearts teens develop a sense of identity'll Lose Direction, and can impact behavior is deviant tendencies IN Which Means The behavior is NOT WITH accordance social norms Yang ADA. Like the latter singer occurred in SMA Pasundan 3 Bandung, some CASE Happens them miss school, grammar Conduct Violations school, even the deviation is secondary CASE EVER occurred at the school. The singer then study aims to determine whether the group review Peer influence behavior is deviant Students Against school OR NOT. The research method used is descriptive analytical method WITH quantitative approach. Techniques of collecting data through observation, questionnaires, interviews, documentation studies, research sample WITH 24 orangutans. Research shows that IF STUDENTS perform a behavior is deviant Then pray One contributing factor can So Social interaction What do WITH group Peers That Also do Behavior deviate, Means More High social interactions WITH group Peers What do Behavior deviate So will The High anyway Behavior tendency to deviate That done, the levels Group Peers Relationship BETWEEN THE Conduct deviating learners in schools showed significant Relationships WITH contribution of 52.7%. Based on the abstract Above So Mean Group Against Peers influence the occurrence of deviant behavior is in SMA Pasundan 3 Bandung.